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19Identifying differences between normal and tumor samples from amodular perspectivemay help to improve our
20understanding of the mechanisms responsible for colon cancer. Many cancer studies have shown that signaling
21transduction and biological pathways are disturbed in disease states, and expression profiles can distinguish
22variations in diseases. In this study, we integrated a weighted human signaling network and gene expression
23profiles to select risk modules associated with tumor conditions. Risk modules as classification features by our
24method had a better classification performance than other methods, and one risk module for colon cancer had
25a good classification performance for distinguishing between normal/tumor samples and between tumor stages.
26All genes in the module were annotated to the biological process of positive regulation of cell proliferation, and
27were highly associated with colon cancer. These results suggested that these genes might be the potential risk
28genes for colon cancer.
29© 2013 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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34 1. Introduction

35 Colon cancer is a complicated disease, the mechanisms of which
36 remain largely unclear [1]. Efforts have been made in genome-wide
37 analysis of gene expression profiles to identify novel cancer-related
38 genes and to improve our understanding of the relevant molecular
39 processes. For example, Smith et al. predicted recurrence and death in
40 patients with colon cancer based on the metastasis-associated gene
41 expression profile [2].
42 Although gene expression profiles can explore the pathogenesis of
43 tumors at the microcosmic level, gene expression observations alone
44 are generally insufficient to indentify causative or responsive roles of
45 genes in complicated diseases [3]. It is well accepted that genes and
46 proteins within a cell do not function alone, but interact with each
47 other to form networks to carry out biological functions [4]. These
48 networks help us to understand how complex molecular processes are
49 activated in the cell, and reveal how cells respond to various conditions
50 and environments [5]. Many methods have recently been developed to
51 identify biomarkers based on gene expression datasets [6,7]. Gene

52expression data, combined with information on the interaction
53networks in which genes participate, may provide insights into the
54dynamic molecular mechanisms of cancers.
55A study shows that the disturbances of signal transduction in cancer
56state are closely related to cell differentiation, proliferation and infection
57[8]. Biological signal transduction networks play a key role in modulat-
58ing cell functions in response to extracellular and intracellular stimuli
59[9]. In signal transduction processes, a stimulus could be transformed
60into a cellular response through network modules that ultimately alter
61the function and behavior of the cell [10]. A previous study showed
62that consideration of signaling network modules can shed significant
63light on the mechanisms responsible for disease development [11].
64In this study,wedeveloped an expression-correlationmethodby inte-
65grating human signaling network and expression data for colon cancer, to
66identify riskmodules and evaluate the classification performance in colon
67cancer.
68This integrated analysis could provide new insights into complex
69diseases at the system level through the identification of the signal
70network modules.

712. Materials and methods

72In this article, we developed an expression-correlation method to
73identify risk modules for the classification of colon cancer by integrating
74the signaling network and gene expression profiles. We compared our
75expression-correlation method with average expression-value and un-
76weighted methods and evaluated their classifying performances (Fig. 1).
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77 2.1. Data source

78 Human signaling network information was derived from a previous
79 study,which contained 5089 interactions among1634 genes [12]. Three
80 types of interactions are recognized: including activation, inhibition,
81 and physical interaction.
82 We integrated the gene expression and signaling network data by
83 mapping the gene expression values for each gene into the network.
84 Four colon cancer gene expression datasets (GSE10950, GSE10972,
85 GSE24993, GSE8671) were extracted from the GEO database [13].

86 2.2. Network modules

87 The weighted signaling network was constructed by calculating
88 Pearson correlation coefficients between genes in the human signaling
89 network. Network modules were mined using the online tool
90 GraphWeb [14] in theweighted signaling network. GraphWeb provides
91 a method to identify network modules using the Markov clustering al-
92 gorithm [15] (http://biit.cs.ut.ee/graphweb/). The parameter of Markov
93 clustering parameter was therefore set to a default value 1.8. Modules
94 containing at least four genes were selected.

95 2.3. Common modules

96 Common modules were those at the intersection of overlaps be-
97 tween normal and tumor modules. Common modules could reveal the
98 difference between normal and tumor conditions.We selected the com-
99 monmodules using two steps. First, we determined the overlap of same
100 condition (normal/tumor condition) modules between two expression
101 profiles, in order to improve the reproducibility. For twomodules, over-
102 lap modules were defined if the percentage of common genes was
103 N50%. We then screened the overlap modules between normal and
104 tumor modules (overlap genes N50%), and considered the intersections
105 as common modules.

106 2.4. Cancer-associated risk modules

107 Cancer-associated risk modules were identified by screening for
108 significant changes in gene expression between normal and tumor
109 samples. This method was called the expression-correlation method.
110 The expression-correlation differential score was used as a measure to
111 evaluate the expression changes. Given a common module M with
112 E1… Em representing m edges of the module M, the expression-
113 correlation differential score S was defined by:
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118119where (X, Y) and (X′, Y′) are the gene expression values under normal
120and tumor conditions, respectively, and Ek and Ek′ are the Pearson
121correlation coefficient of the kth edge connecting two genes under
122normal and tumor conditions, respectively. n1 and n2 are the number
123of samples for normal and tumor, respectively. For a common module,
124we calculated the real differential score S, and 1000 degree-conserved
125random modules were then constructed and the random differential
126scores S1…S1000 were calculated. If the real differential score was sig-
127nificantly greater than the random ones (permutation test, p b 0.05),
128the module was considered as a risk module for colon cancer.

1292.5. Classification and evaluation of risk modules

130We considered risk modules as classification features and applied
131the Support Vector Machine (SVM) method to classify patients with
132normal and tumor samples. We then applied a receiver operating
133characteristic (ROC) curve to estimate classification performance.
134In the ROC curve, tumor samples were considered as positive and
135normal samples as negative.We then selected a training set formachine
136learning, and used a test set to evaluate the classification performance.
137The area under the curve (AUC) reflected the classification performance.
138A larger AUC represented a better classification performance.

1392.6. Jonckheere–Terpstra test

140Jonckheere–Terpstra test is a nonparametric test and Q2is a test for an
141ordered hypothesis within an independent samples design. It is used to
142test whether there is a significant difference in Q3the distribution of the
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of expression-correlation method and other methods comparison. The gray background is expression-correlation method.

Table 1 t1:1

t1:2The number of modules in normal and tumor conditions.

t1:3GSE10950 GSE10972 Overlap

t1:4Normal 127 137 109
t1:5Tumor 133 124 112
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